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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this project was to complete a series of layouts for Golder Ranch Fire 

District (GRFD) to be incorporated into a report, Golder Ranch Fire District: Community 

Risk Assessment – Standards of Cover, created by the district as part of an ongoing 

accreditation process.  Granted by the Center for Public Safety Excellence, the 

accreditation is centered around a thorough self-assessment that identifies strengths 

and weaknesses so that the fire district can better use its resources to serve the 

community.  To this end, this capstone project provided a cartographic survey of GRFD, 

with maps and analysis displayed in layouts that featured a variety of assets and 

hazards.  This was a collaborative project in which drafts were shared and revised until 

reaching satisfactory results.  Ultimately, over thirty layouts were completed, covering 

everything from fire hydrant locations and water providers to wildfire risk and travel time 

analysis.  As it would have been impractical for this paper to analyze all of the layouts 

as well as the methods involved in their creation, two layouts were selected for review: 

Senior Population and NWFD and TFD Stations That Can Reach GRFD within Eight 

Minutes.  Looking at these layouts provided a window into the project’s methods and the 

cartographic techniques employed in a real-world application of the skills acquired as a 

result of completing the MS-GIST coursework. 
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ETHICS STATEMENT 

Maps are assumed to be more than a mere representation of reality; they have 

an “aura of authenticity,” and are often relied upon as if they were absolutely true (Our 

Earth, 2020). As a result, the mapmaker has a responsibility to mislead the map-viewer 

as little as possible, with the understanding that all maps contain distortions and are a 

reflection of reality, not reality itself. It is essential to balance the abstraction and 

generalization integral to all maps with the need to present the data relevant to the 

map’s purpose in a neutral and honest way. 

 The primary ethical challenges of this project were clearly communicating my 

limitations as a cartographer, documenting the numerous sources of data, and making 

maps that were as truthful as possible. First, I felt it was important to stress, especially 

at the outset, that I had never done professional work in GIS and that my experience in 

the field did not extend beyond my time as a student. Furthermore, I made it clear I 

would be seeking assistance from Johanna Krauss of Northwest Fire District, who had 

served as the “matchmaker” for the project, having floated to GRFD the idea of a 

graduate student helping with their accreditation process.  We had an in-person meeting 

at the beginning of the project, and I tried to make my limitations clearly known to GRFD 

before beginning. Second, the volume of data and the number of sources involved 

required that I provide careful attribution. To this end, I made a table containing crucial 

information about each dataset (Appendix A) and a corresponding references document 

(Appendix C) which could be incorporated into the larger accreditation application. All of 

the maps included citations based on the references. Where appropriate, data sources 

were displayed alongside the map title and legend; otherwise, the source for every 

important layer was highlighted in the credits.  Third, I tried to ensure the maps were as 
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truthful as possible.  I normalized data where appropriate, such as the demographics 

maps, and selected classification schemes that organized the data with as little 

distortion as possible while still being easy to digest.  I did not leave out information to 

bend the map to a narrative.  If there were limitations in the dataset, such as data that 

were less than current, I made sure to include a note for the map-viewer.  To the best of 

my ability, I tried to create maps that were not misleading.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this project was to complete of a series of layouts for Golder 

Ranch Fire District for a report, Golder Ranch Fire District: Community Risk 

Assessment – Standards of Cover, created by the district to gain Commission on Fire 

Accreditation International (CFAI) accreditation. This accreditation is a self-assessment 

process that identifies strengths and weaknesses so that fire districts can better use 

their resources and, importantly, meet the demands of performance-based budgeting 

that requires measuring and benchmarking (Center for Public Safety Excellence, n.d.).     

Study Area 

The study area was Golder Ranch Fire District and its immediate surroundings 

(Figure 1-1).  Located in southern Arizona northwest of the city of Tucson, the fire 

district straddles Pima County and Pinal County. The town of Oro Valley is the largest 

population center in the district, with an estimated 47,879 people, and is located in the 

southeast portion of the district.  The total area of the district is 243.66 square miles, 

and the total population is approximately 99,238 (Lawlor, 2022).  There are ten fire 

stations in the district, and each has an Emergency Service Zone (ESZ) for which it is 

primarily responsible. Most of the district has low population density and is considered 

rural, with only the four southernmost ESZs having a population density above 1,000 

persons per square mile (Lawlor, 2022). 

Goals 

The goal of the project as a whole was to create a series of maps tailored to the 

needs of Golder Ranch Fire District.  The goal of this paper was to lay out the methods 

used to complete some of the analysis and explain the cartographic principles employed 

to maintain a cohesive and easily readable set of products.  The expectations of the fire 
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district were outlined in the middle of May 2022, and the project was expected to be 

finished by the middle of June 2022.  The fire district separated the goals into “must-

haves” and nice-to-haves” as follows. 

“Must-haves” 

• Travel time analysis and overlap from each of the fire stations throughout the 

district at 5, 8, 11, and greater than 15 minutes  

• Three-year call density heat maps for all call types, fire calls alone, and EMS 

calls alone at the district and ESZ level 

• Population density maps classified at urban, rural, and suburban levels 

• District-wide, ESZ, and CON area in square miles 

• District-wide flood plain map 

• Fire hydrants mapped by ESZ; total hydrants district-wide and by ESZ 

• Map of water purveyors’ boundaries 

• NWFD and TFD stations able to reach into the district boundary in under eight 

minutes 

• Socioeconomic demographics by ESZ and district wide (Ethnicity, Income, Age) 

 

“Nice-to-haves” 

• Maps of future development areas throughout the district 

• Wildfire risk throughout the district 

• High voltage transmission lines throughout the district 

• High-pressure natural gas transmission lines throughout the district 
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Figure 1-1. Study Area 
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DATA 

Overview 

Data for this project came from a variety of sources.  While all of the data used to 

create maps for the project are included in Appendix A, data central to the methods 

outlined in this paper are described in more detail in the following section.  All maps for 

this project used the NAD 1983 HARN State Plane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Intl 

Feet) projected coordinate system. HARN is an acronym that stands for High Accuracy 

Reference Network and is a more accurate version of NAD 1983 coordinates using 

Global Positioning System (GPS) observations (US Department of Commerce, 2018). 

This projection was selected for two reasons. First, it appears to be standard for the 

region. It was the projection used for the bulk of the feature layers from both the City of 

Tucson and Pima County, including the Emergency Service Zones layer and 

CAD_CENTERLINES layer that served as the foundation for the network dataset 

essential for most of the analysis.  Second, it is appropriate for the goals of the project.  

The projection is transverse Mercator, and the State Plane Coordinate System (SPCS) 

breaks states into zones such that distortion does not exceed one part in 10,000, 

making this an appropriate choice for the distance and direction finding central to the 

project (A. Jon Kimerling et al., 2016, pp.89-91).  

As the survey ultimately resulted in over thirty layouts and used over twenty 

datasets, it would be impractical to map every dataset.  Therefore, datasets critical to 

the results covered in this paper have been presented in the following descriptions, 

tables, and maps.  
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Data of Interest  

CAD Centerlines 

The CAD_CENTERLINES dataset consists of lines representing road segments 

in both Pima County and Pinal County (Table 2-1, Figure 2-1).  The distribution of the 

length of the segments is positively skewed, with the mean larger than the median. This 

makes sense because each segment often represents only a fraction of a road’s total 

length, with the bulk of the segments less than a half-mile in length.  The attribute table 

has data that can be used to create a network dataset.  Specifically, it has a “minutes” 

field based on the speed limit and length of segments and a “one_way” field that 

represents whether travel can occur only to-from (TF) or from-to (FT).  This data was 

used to calculate costs and a restriction for the network dataset.  The costs of the 

network are “Time” and “Distance,” with “Time” based on the “minutes” field and 

“Distance” based on the “Shape_Length” field.  In each case, the evaluator is an 

expression that is a single field, such as “[minutes].”  A restriction for one-way streets 

was added using the “one_way” field.  To set up travel along edges in the network 

dataset, two expressions were used. For CAD_CENTERLINES (Along), the following 

expression prohibited travel in the to-from (“Against”) direction while allowing travel in 

the from-to (“Along”) direction (Create a Network Dataset, n.d.). 

 

restricted = False 

Select Case UCase([one_way]) 

  Case "TF": restricted = True 

End Select 
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For CAD_CENTERLINES (Against), the expression was similar except “FT” 

replaced “TF.” 

 

restricted = False 

Select Case UCase([one_way]) 

  Case "FT": restricted = True 

End Select 

 

The CAD_CENTERLINES layer was used in conjunction with a layer of lines 

representing corners with turn restrictions and a layer of points representing junctions to 

create the network dataset, dt_ND, which consisted of 151,028 edges and 61,159 

junctions and was used to perform service area analysis.  The dt_ND dataset was 

created by Johanna Kraus at Northwest Fire District and used with permission for this 

project.  

Fire Emergency Service Zones 

The Fire Emergency Service Zones Layer was important for nearly every map 

created in the project (Table 2-2. Figure 2-2).  Not only was it used to define the 

emergency service zones, but it was also the foundation for the GRFD boundary.  All of 

the data in the project needed to be presented either by emergency service zone or fire 

district boundary.  

Fire Stations  

Another dataset crucial to the travel time analysis was the Fire Stations layer 

from Pima County Maps and Apps (Table 2-3, Figure 2-3).  This layer of points 

representing the locations of fire stations near the study area allowed for analysis of 
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neighboring stations that could reach the Golder Ranch Fire District boundary within 

eight minutes. 

Census Blocks  

Finally, a shapefile of polygons representing census blocks to which tables of 

census data were joined was used for the demographic analysis (Table 2-4, Figure 2-4).  

The full dataset consists of 4,178 census blocks, but a subset of 59 census blocks 

intersecting with the study area was used for the project.  Prior to creating the selection, 

the Project tool was used to project the layer into NAD 1983 HARN State Plane Arizona 

Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl).  The distribution of the area of the census blocks was 

consistent between the full dataset and the selection, with a mean census block of 

under 30 square miles. 
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Table 2-1. City of Tucson: Layer: CAD_CENTERLINES (ID: 56)  

Official name of data set Layer: CAD_CENTERLINES 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

n.d. 

Author and/or owner City of Tucson 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://publicgis.tucsonaz.gov/open/rest/services/Op
enData/OpenData_PublicSafety/MapServer/56 

Description Lines representing Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
Centerlines of roads in Pima County and Pinal 
County.  Used to create road layers and the network 
for service area layers. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Intl Feet) 

Spatial resolution NA 

 

 
Figure 2-1. CAD Centerlines 
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Table 2-2. GIS IT | City of Tucson: Fire Emergency Service Zones (ESZ) - Open Data 

Official name of data set Fire_Emergency_Service_Zones 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

7/31/2018 

Author and/or owner City of Tucson 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisdata.tucsonaz.gov/datasets/cotgis::fire-
emergency-service-zones-esz-open-data/about 

Description Polygons representing the Emergency Service 
Zones of fire departments and districts in and 
around Tucson, AZ. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Intl 
Feet) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 

 
Figure 2-2. Emergency Service Zones 
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Table 2-3. Pima County Maps and Apps: Fire Stations 

Official name of data set Fire_Stations 

Year of publication and/or 
last update 

2/24/2021 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::fire-
stations/about 

Description Points representing locations of fire stations in Pima 
County 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 

 
Figure 2-3. Fire Stations 
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Table 2-4. US Census Bureau (USCB): TIGER/Line with Selected Demographic and 
Economic Data 

Official name of data set ACS_2019_5YR_BG_04_ARIZONA.gdb 

Year of publication and/or 
last update 

2/14/2022 

Author and/or owner US Census Bureau 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::water-
provider-service-areas-except-tucson-water/about 

Description Geodatabase with polygons representing census blocks 
in Arizona along with tables containing detailed 
demographic information. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 

Projection system NA (Projected into NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 

 
Figure 2-4. Census Blocks  
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METHODS 

 Workflows 

Demographics Maps and Layouts 

While four demographics maps were created for the fire district, the workflow 

used to create the Senior Population map is the focus of this section (Figure 6). The 

methods outlined are representative of those used for all the demographics maps.  

The first step was downloading data from the United States Census website.  

American Community Survey (ACS) tabular data from 2019 along with a shapefile of 

polygons representing Arizona’s census blocks was selected.  As the area of the block 

groups was important for analysis, the Project tool was used to project the census 

blocks into NAD 1983 HARN State Plane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl).   

Next, the table, “X01_AGE_AND_SEX,” was joined to the shapefile of polygons, 

“ACS_2019_5YR_BG_04_ARIZONA.” American Community Survey data arrived 

prepackaged into tables separated by category such as “X01_AGE_AND_SEX” or 

“X19_INCOME.” The names of the fields in these tables were alphanumeric codes that 

were understood using the “BG_METADATA_2019” table, which translated the 

alphanumeric codes into comprehensible descriptions.  For example, in the 

“X01_AGE_AND_SEX” table, the field “B01001e1” represented “SEX BY AGE: Total: 

Total population -- (Estimate),” or the estimated total population of the block group.  In 

the case of the Senior Population map, the table “X01_AGE_AND_SEX” was required. 

The Add Join tool was used to join the age and sex table to the shapefile of census 

blocks.  The “GEOID_Data” field in “ACS_2019_5YR_BG_04_ARIZONA” and the 

“GEOID” field in “X01_AGE_AND_SEX” corresponded exactly; each row had an 

identical unique value for each feature, allowing a join of all 4,178 features.    
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With the age and sex data successfully joined to the polygons representing 

census blocks, the Select by Location tool was used to narrow down the census blocks 

to those that intersected with the fire district. This layer of polygons of census blocks 

with age data intersecting with the district was the foundation of the Senior Population 

layout. There were a couple intermediate steps that needed to be taken before the 

senior population could be symbolized.  Because the age data was separated by sex 

into small ranges, such as “B01001e20: SEX BY AGE: Male: 65 and 66 years: Total 

population -- (Estimate),” new fields needed to be added: aggregated male over sixty-

five population (B01001e20 – B01001e25) and aggregated female over sixty-five 

population (B01001e44 – B01001e49).  Then, by summing these new fields, a field 

representing the total over sixty-five population was created.  This raw over sixty-five 

population then needed to be normalized in order to make legitimate comparisons using 

a percentage. Each census block’s total population over sixty-five was divided into its 

total population to arrive at the percent of the population over sixty-five. Blocks were 

then symbolized by this percent over sixty-five field using a graduated color scheme.    

Ultimately, the fire district needed both the more detailed census block 

demographics covered above as well as demographics by emergency service zone 

(ESZ).  The demographics by emergency zone layer was created using the Enrich Tool, 

in which demographics data can be appended to a given spatial file, in this case, the 

Fire Emergency Service Zones Layer.  
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Figure 3-1. Senior Population workflow 

 
Neighboring Stations Map and Layout 

Another of the tasks outlined for the project was a map of Northwest Fire District 

(NWFD) and Tucson Fire Department (TFD) stations that could reach the Golder Ranch 

Fire District (GRFD) boundary within eight minutes.  The chief asked for the maps to 

contain both roads and service area polygons.  

The preliminary steps were to 1) use the Select by Attributes tool to isolate 

stations from the countywide Fire_Stations.shp file that belonged to either NWFD or 

TFD and to 2) load the network dataset dt_ND into the map so that it could be used in 

the network analysis. The network dataset was based on the CAD_CENTERLINES file 

and contained data on speed limits and roadway direction, assigning costs to model the 

time it would take for vehicles to travel. Next, on the Network Analysis tab, the Network 

Analysis - Service Area tool was selected.  This tool created polygons that showed the 

distance in all directions on the network from given locations within a defined time 
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cutoff. There were a few parameters that needed to be set for the tool.  First, facilities 

were imported, in this case the layer containing point locations of NWFD and TFD 

stations.  Next, the time cutoff was set to eight minutes from the facilities and the Output 

Geometry was set to Polygons with a Split Boundary Type so that the polygons did not 

overlap or dissolve into each other.  This was important because the service areas 

needed to be tied to the facility from which they originated.  The tool was run to create 

service area polygons at an eight-minute cutoff from each NWFD and TFD station.  The 

Service Area tool created a Polygon layer that needed to have station numbers and 

districts added to it.  It retained only the facility addresses, but stations and districts 

were needed for the analysis.  Once fields had been added with station number and 

district data, this service area polygon layer was exported, accounting for one part the 

final product.   

Moving on to create the roads layer, the Select by Location tool was used to find 

service area polygons that intersected with the GRFD boundary.  This selection was 

then used in a Spatial Join with the CAD_CENTERLINES layer.  The 

CAD_CENTERLINES layer was the Target Feature, and the polygons of stations that 

intersected with the district boundary were the Join Features.  Thus, the Join Operation 

was one-to-many, with each polygon being joined to many road segments.  The 

resulting layer contained all the lines in the CAD_CENTERLINES layer, but those 

intersecting with the service area polygons had the additional “station” and “district” 

fields from the polygons.  Finally, the Select by Attributes tool was used to select 

segments where either station or district was not null to limit centerlines to those 

intersecting with the service area polygons.  The end result of this workflow was both 
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service area polygons and road segments that could be symbolized by district or station 

as needed. 

 
Figure 3-2. NWFD and TFD Stations That Can Reach GRFD within Eight Minutes 

workflow  

Cartographic Principles 

The final products of the project needed to be visually cohesive and easily 

readable.  There were a number of cartographic principles that were employed to 

achieve the end results. 

Demographics Maps and Layouts 

Creating a relationship between figure and ground in the demographics maps 

was achieved through a border with a drop shadow around the district boundary and 

more highly saturated colors inside the boundary than outside.  To create the border, 

two layers of line were used: a wide gradient stroke and a thin solid stroke (Bower, 

2021). The wide gradient stroke tapered from a deep burgundy on the inside edge to no 

color moving away from the border.  The thin solid stroke was dark green and sat above 
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the wider gradient stroke.  The effect of both lines in tandem was a brownish drop 

shadow that brought attention to the area inside the boundary.  This effect was 

heightened by the fact that the colors within the district were significantly more saturated 

than the colors without.  This was achieved by using the Clip tool to create two layers of 

graduated colors that could by symbolized independently.  The layer outside was fifty 

percent transparent, desaturating the colors and encouraging the viewer to focus on the 

fully opaque layer inside the boundary.  The impetus for this saturation effect was that 

GRFD requested the more detailed census blocks be used to see geographic patterns 

within each Emergency Service Zone, but those census blocks rarely shared a neat 

border with the district boundary. Thus, in order to not mislead the viewer into thinking 

the blocks ended abruptly at the boundary, the surrounding layer was included but 

desaturated to push it to the background.  According to rules associated with 

atmospheric perspective, more distant objects are perceived as having less contrast 

and being lighter and less saturated (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.).  

Simulating this effect with the transparent layer brought the high-contrast, high-

saturation layer forward. 

Neighboring Stations Map and Layout 

The overall aim of the layout was to show neighboring departments or districts 

able to reach into the GRFD boundary within eight minutes. This layout consisted of 

three maps: one with unique colors by district or department and two with unique colors 

by station.  The smaller district/department level map was less detailed than the maps 

below it but labeled GRFD ESZ boundaries for context. The two more detailed maps 

below included more thorough service area information through their labeling and 

symbolization. These service areas were visualized with three layers. The bottom layer 
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was the service area polygons. This layer was less saturated and lighter in color than 

the road layers above it. The service area polygons continued beyond the district 

boundary because the stations whose response time they represented were located 

outside the district. The difference between the in-district and out-district polygons was 

achieved through methods similar to those outlined previously. The roads above this 

layer of polygons were symbolized with two layers of lines: one representing major 

roads with a thick stroke, the other representing minor roads with a thin stroke that was 

also slightly transparent.  Both road layers were intentionally more detailed within the 

district boundary to enhance the figure-ground relationship. The layers’ differences in 

stroke and transparency created a visual hierarchy in the roads that allowed the viewer 

to focus on major roads while still being able to see minor roads without the layout 

becoming visually busy.  Together, the polygon and line layers clearly showed the 

extent of the neighboring stations’ service areas while still maintaining information on 

the road network. 
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RESULTS 

This project was collaborative in nature, and the final layouts were the result of a 

process of responding to initial requests from the fire district with potential maps and 

layouts, receiving feedback, making changes, resubmitting, and so on, until the layouts 

contained the information the fire district wanted, presented in a way they found 

acceptable. 

Demographics Maps and Layouts 

The results for this branch of the project were four layouts: Median Income, 

Population Density, Hispanic or Latino Population, and Senior Population.  Each layout 

had the same basic design and consisted of a main map of the given demographic 

category by census block, a smaller map of the demographics by emergency service 

zone, and a chart comparing demographics by emergency service zone.  Again, this 

section will look at the Senior Population layout (Figure 4-1) because it is representative 

of all the demographics layouts, and it would be redundant to cover all four individually.   

The layout is built around the map of senior population percentage by census 

block.  The title and text, legend, inset map, and chart are arranged around the main 

map. The text in the top right provides a description of what the layout contains, the 

overall senior population percentage for the district, and a note on the data sources.  

The text has a visual hierarchy intended to aid the focus of the viewer. The title is in 

bold size 28-font; the description is in normal size 14-font; and the note on the data 

sources is in italic 10-point font and is a lighter color of brown. These changes in font 

size, style, and color guide the viewer to what is most relevant first and help maintain 

attention on each section more easily.  Additionally, keeping related content in close 
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proximity and providing appropriate spacing makes the information accessible 

(Williams, 2015, p. 19).   

The text colors as well as the colors in the graduated color maps are based on 

browns in the Golder Ranch Fire District logo and were part of a set of colors provided 

by the district.  As the layouts are nested within a larger document using certain colors, 

it was important to incorporate those colors into the layouts.  Different options were 

provided to the fire district in the early stages of making the maps, and the final versions 

were selected from various color options.  A small tweak in the color that had an impact 

on legibility was a shift to a slightly greener dark brown for the greater than seventy-five 

percent over sixty-five class.  The demographics maps have red symbols and red labels 

representing station locations.  Initially, these labels were getting lost in the darkest 

brown of the graduated color map.  To prevent this, a greener brown was used because 

increased contrast was produced by the juxtaposition of complementary colors, in this 

case green and red (Parramón, 1989, p. 44).   

There is one legend that handles both the main map and the inset map, as well 

as the chart that accompanies the inset map.  One set of graduated colors applies to all 

the elements, allowing the viewer to intuitively make comparisons without being misled 

or having to recalibrate before looking at each element. The class breaks were selected 

primarily for ease of understanding.  The distribution across the ranges allowed for a 

standard and easily digestible set of equal intervals.    
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Figure 4-1. Senior Population 
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Neighboring Station Map and Layout 

The layout NWFD and TFD Stations That Can Reach GRFD within Eight Minutes 

(Figure 4-2) consists of two sections: one showing the neighboring agencies that can 

reach GRFD by department, the other by station.  The layout contains a lot of 

information, so it was imperative to keep the design as simple as possible.  The title, 

description, and note on data sources follow the same pattern as the Senior Population 

layout (the pattern became a convention for the project as a whole). Acronyms are used 

for all three agency names in order to save space and because, as this layout is one of 

many in a larger document, it was not necessary and would have been redundant.  

Some elements of the layouts are not labeled as thoroughly as they would have been if 

the layouts were intended to stand alone.  

In the layout, the smaller and more simplified top map is organized by 

neighboring district/department and works with the larger and more detailed bottom 

maps organized by neighboring station number.  The top map has a polygon 

representing NWFD’s service area and a polygon representing TFD’s service area.  

Additionally, there are polygons without fill representing the borders of GRFD 

emergency service zones.  This smaller map gives a broader picture of where the two 

neighboring agencies can penetrate.  The bottom maps organized by station are larger 

and contain more information on the road network.  Station service areas are 

represented by unique color polygons with corresponding unique color lines 

representing roads. There were five NWFD stations and one TFD station that could 

reach GRFD within eight minutes.  As a result, the map of TFD service areas is a small 

inset showing only Station 20.  The colors of this inset match with the top 

district/department map to tie the two maps together and keep TFD and NWFD distinct 
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(including both agencies on a single map of station numbers would have been 

confusing and misleading because there would have been overlap between agencies).  

The in-district versus out-of-district symbolization elaborated in the Methods section 

keeps the viewer's focus within GRFD district while still providing helpful context.  The 

decision was made not to label the GRFD ESZs in the bottom maps organized by 

station because the NWFD ESZ numbers were very similar to the GRFD ESZ numbers, 

and labeling both would have made the map confusing to read.  For example, trying to 

distinguish between GRFD ESZ 377 and NWFD Station 333 might have been difficult.  

In this way, the top map of labeled GRFD ESZs acts a reference for the maps by station 

below. 
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Figure 4-2. NWFD and TFD Stations That Can Reach GRFD within Eight Minutes  
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DISCUSSION 

At the time this paper was written, all of the requested layouts had been 

completed with the exception of the call data heatmaps for which data had not yet been 

provided.  Before any discussion of specifics, it is worth noting that this project was not 

research driven in nature because there was no hypothesis. This was a real-world 

application of the skills acquired by completing the MS-GIST program. The goal was to 

create a series of cartographic products that follow mapping science principles to 

respond to the client's specifications.   

Moving on to the highlighted layouts, while they give a broad overview of GRFD 

appropriate for the accreditation document, it is important to discuss their limitations.  In 

the Senior Population layout, both the map showing senior population by census block 

and the map showing senior population by ESZ have limitations.  To begin, some 

census blocks have boundaries that extend well beyond the district boundary, which 

could create misleading results depending on how the population is distributed.  For 

example, it is possible that a block only partially within district has its senior population 

concentrated outside the district, and thus the actual percentage of senior population 

truly within the district is considerably lower than indicated.  Additionally, the emergency 

service zones often contain a variety of communities with differing demographics, so an 

emergency service zone’s average senior population percentage does not reflect the 

demographics with sufficient detail.  However, used in tandem, the maps provide a 

sense of the overall senior population and show where the senior population is 

generally concentrated, which is what the fire district required.  

The main limitation of NWFD and TFD Stations That Can Reach GRFD within 

Eight Minutes is the network that was used to do the service area analysis, which, due 
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to the time constraints of the project and the need to provide reliable results, was 

acquired from another fire district.  This network is highly credible as a result, but there 

may be missing road segments, incorrect costs, or other problems such as the currency 

of the network data that could only that could only be discovered by a thorough 

investigation involving ground-level data beyond the scope of the project.  This issue is 

representative of a limitation across much of the project: reliance on data created by 

outside agencies and organizations.  To provide another example, the Wildfire Risk 

layout (Figure 5-1) was based on the nationwide Wildfire Risk to Communities project 

(funded by the USDA Forest Service) that used data from 2014 to create a Wildfire 

Hazard Potential index.  This led to two major limitations. First, the data on which the 

index was based was somewhat dated. Second, being nationwide in scale, the data 

was not attuned to high-resolution, local changes in the landscape.  These limitations 

were known by the district and did not inhibit the main purpose of the layout, which was 

to provide a general sense of wildfire risk throughout the district and within each 

emergency service zone.       
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Figure 5-1. Wildfire Risk layout 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This project was an attempt to apply the skills learned in the MS-GIST program 

to a practical, real-world assignment.  In order to finish, I tailored layouts to the desires 

of Golder Ranch Fire District.  For the Senior Population layout, I included 

demographics by both census block and ESZ and used cartographic design principles 

regarding the figure-ground relationship, color, and typography to make the maps and 

associated charts legible, intuitive, and visually appealing.  For the NWFD and TFD 

Stations That Can Reach GRFD within Eight Minutes layout, I used multiple maps 

working together and a combination of layers with hierarchical color and symbolization 

to clearly show neighboring stations’ service areas while also displaying the road 

network.   

Over the course of the project, I learned the importance of sharing drafts when 

collaborating and always remaining flexible.  I also learned that I can never be too 

meticulous with data.  This project was, by far, the most data I have worked with, and 

every time I was careless with file location or naming, frustration was soon to follow. If I 

had to do the project over again, I would physically spend time in the district; I would 

drive and walk around to familiarize myself with the geography.  Doing this would have 

improved my work. For example, my reference map would have included smaller 

population centers like Catalina, AZ. Going forward, I will improve as a collaborator and 

build upon the cartographic techniques I have employed. In conclusion, the main 

accomplishments of this project were successful collaboration with the fire district, 

execution of cartographic design principles, and completion of over thirty layouts in a 

timely fashion. 
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APPENDIX A: Data Tables  

Table A-1. Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS): Ground Ambulance 
Program - Certificate of Necessity (CON) Holders 

Official name of data set CON56_GolderRanchFireDistrict 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

November 2019 

Author and/or owner Arizona Department of Health Services 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://www.azdhs.gov/preparedness/emergency-
medical-services-trauma-
system/index.php#ambulance-ground-program-con 

Description Polygons representing Certificate of Necessity areas 
for emergency services across Arizona 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 

Projection system StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (US Feet) 

Spatial resolution NA 

 
Table A-2. Arizona Department of Revenue (ADOR): Incorporated City Boundaries 

Official name of data set Incorporated City Boundaries 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/14/2022 

Author and/or owner Arizona Department of Revenue 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://azgeo.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6
ff95cc471f5429384d0ba3494a6145a 

Description Polygons representing incorporated areas in Arizona 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system UTM Zone 12N 

Spatial resolution NA 

 
Table A-3. Arizona Land Resource Information System: Arizona County Boundaries 

Official name of data set Counties 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

12/15/2021 

Author and/or owner Arizona Land Resource Information System 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://azgeo.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=5
45fc0393f0747cb9665848a75f9b23c 

Description Polygons representing Arizona county boundaries 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system UTM Zone 12N 

Spatial resolution NA 

 
Table A-4. Arizona State Land Department: Arizona Surface Management Agencies 

(BLM) 

Official name of data set BLM_AZ_SMA 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

12/7/2021 

https://azgeo.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html
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Author and/or owner Arizona State Land Department 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://azgeo.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=1
16e7b55ddd143b6950d708a4798d760#overview 

Description Polygons representing land management by agency 
originally derived from the LAND dataset by the 
Arizona State Land Department, Arizona Land 
Resource Information System (ALRIS).  

Coordinate system NAD 1983 

Projection system UTM Zone 12N 

Spatial resolution NA 

 
Table A-5. City of Tucson: Layer: CAD_CENTERLINES (ID: 56) 

Official name of data set Layer: CAD_CENTERLINES (ID:56) 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

n.d. 

Author and/or owner City of Tucson 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://publicgis.tucsonaz.gov/open/rest/services/Op
enData/OpenData_PublicSafety/MapServer/56 

Description Lines representing Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
Centerlines of roads in Pima County and Pinal 
County.  Used to create road layers and the network 
for service area layers. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Intl Feet) 

Spatial resolution NA 

 
Table A-6. FEMA: FIRM Panel 04021C2475E 

Official name of data set S_FIRM_PAN.shp 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

12/3/2007 

Author and/or owner Federal Emergency Management Agency 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://hazards-
fema.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.ht
ml?id=8b0adb51996444d4879338b5529aa9cd&exte
nt=-111.25632038173407 

Description Polygons representing Flood Insurance Rate Map 
flood zones for the portion of the study area in Pinal 
County. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 

Projection system NA (Projected into HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Intl Feet) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 
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Table A-7. GIS IT | City of Tucson: Fire Emergency Service Zones (ESZ) - Open Data 

Official name of data set Fire Emergency Service Zones (ESZ) - Open Data 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

7/31/2018 

Author and/or owner City of Tucson 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisdata.tucsonaz.gov/datasets/cotgis::fire-
emergency-service-zones-esz-open-data/about 

Description Polygons representing the Emergency Service 
Zones of fire departments and districts in and 
around Tucson, AZ. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Intl 
Feet) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-8. GIS IT | City of Tucson: Tucson Water Obligated Service Area 

Official name of data set vectorsde_GISDATA_TW_OBLIGATEDSERVICEAREA 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

5/11/2021 

Author and/or owner City of Tucson 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisdata.tucsonaz.gov/datasets/cotgis::tucson-
water-obligated-service-area/about 

Description Polygons representing a rough approximation of the 
obligated areas served by Tucson Water  

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Intl 
Feet) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-9. GRFD: GRFD_Fire_Stations_GIS_Data.csv 

Official name of data set GRFD_Fire_Stations_GIS_Data.csv 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

n.d. 

Author and/or owner Golder Ranch Fire District 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

NA (csv file provided by GRFD) 

Description CSV table with locations of fire stations within the 
district 

Coordinate system NA 

Projection system NA (Projected into HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Intl Feet) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-10. Homeland Infrastructure Foundation Level Database: Natural Gas Pipelines 

Official name of data set Natural_Gas_Pipelines.shp 
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Year of publication and/or last 
update 

8/23/2019 

Author and/or owner Department of Homeland Security 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://hifld-
geoplatform.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/geoplatfo
rm::natural-gas-pipelines/about 

Description Polylines representing natural gas pipelines across 
the United States. 

Coordinate system WGS 1984 

Projection system NA (Projected into HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Intl Feet) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-11. Homeland Infrastructure Foundation Level Database: Electric Power 

Transmission Lines 

Official name of data set Electric_Power_Transmission_Lines.shp 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

4/22/2022 

Author and/or owner Department of Homeland Security 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://hifld-
geoplatform.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/electric-
power-transmission-lines-1/about 

Description Polylines representing high-voltage electric power 
transmission lines across the United States. 

Coordinate system WGS 1984 

Projection system NA (Projected into HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Intl Feet) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-12. Krauss, J: dt_ND  

Official name of data set dt_ND 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2022 

Author and/or owner Krauss, Johanna (Northwest Fire District) 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

NA (file provided by NWFD) 

Description Network dataset based on CAD_CENTERLINES 
used to create service area maps 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Intl 
Feet)  

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-13. Krauss, J: Hydrants 

Official name of data set GRFD_hydrants_june2022.shp 
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Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2022 

Author and/or owner Krauss, Johanna (Northwest Fire District) 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

NA (file provided by NWFD) 

Description Points representing hydrant locations in GRFD 

Coordinate system WGS 1984 

Projection system NA (Projected into HARN StatePlane Arizona 
Central FIPS 0202 (Intl Feet) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-14. Pima County Information Technology Department: Layer: WASHES (ID: 9) 

Official name of data set Layer: WASHES (ID: 9) 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

n.d. 

Author and/or owner Pima County Information Technology Department 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://publicgis.tucsonaz.gov/open/rest/services/Op
enData/OpenData_PropertyPlanning/MapServer/9 

Description Lines representing washes in Pima county along 
with data about names and flow rates 

Coordinate system GCS North American 1983_HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-15. Pima County Maps and Apps: Parks and Recreational Areas 

Official name of data set Parks_and_Recreational_Areas 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/26/2020 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::p
arks-and-recreational-areas/about 

Description Polygons representing parks and recreational areas 
in Pima County 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-16. Pima County Maps and Apps: Flood Hazard Zones - FEMA Digital FIRM 

Official name of data set Flood_Hazard_Zones_-_FEMA_Digital_FIRM 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/10/2021 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 
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URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::fl
ood-hazard-zones-fema-digital-firm/about 

Description Polygons representing Flood Insurance Rate Map 
flood zones in Pima County 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-17. Pima County Maps and Apps: Development Plans 

Official name of data set Development_Plans 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/24/2021 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::d
evelopment-plans/about 

Description Polygons representing planned development in Pima 
County. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-18. Pima County Maps and Apps: Fire Stations 

Official name of data set Fire_Stations 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/24/2021 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::fir
e-stations/about 

Description Points representing locations of fire stations in Pima 
County 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-19. Pima County Maps and Apps: Water Provider Service Areas Except 

Tucson Water 

Official name of data set Water_Service_Provider_Areas_Except_Tucson_W
ater 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/24/2021 

Author and/or owner Pima County Maps and Apps 
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URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::w
ater-provider-service-areas-except-tucson-
water/about 

Description Polygons representing service areas of water 
providers in Pima County 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 HARN 

Projection system NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Arizona Central FIPS 
0202 (Feet Intl) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-20. Scott, J. H., Gilbertson-Day, J. W., Moran, C., Dillon, G. K., Short, K. C., & 

Vogler, K. C.: Wildfire Risk to Communities: Spatial datasets of landscape-
wide wildfire risk components for the United States 

Official name of data set RDW_Wildfire/RMRS_WRC_WildfireHazardPotential 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2020 

Author and/or owner Scott et al. 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://apps.fs.usda.gov/fsgisx01/rest/services/RDW
_Wildfire/RMRS_WRC_WildfireHazardPotential/Ima
geServer 

Description Raster representing Wildfire Hazard Potential 
(WHP), an index that quantifies relative wildfire 
potential. 

Coordinate system WGS 1984 

Projection system WGS 1984 Web Mercator Auxiliary Sphere 

Spatial Resolution 30 m 

 
Table A-21. US Census Bureau (USCB): TIGER/Line with Selected Demographic and 

Economic Data 

Official name of data set ACS_2019_5YR_BG_04_ARIZONA.gdb 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/14/2022 

Author and/or owner US Census Bureau 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://gisopendata.pima.gov/datasets/PimaMaps::w
ater-provider-service-areas-except-tucson-
water/about 

Description Geodatabase with polygons representing census 
blocks in Arizona along with tables containing 
detailed demographic information. 

Coordinate system NAD 1983 

Projection system NA (Projected into NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane 
Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution NA 

 
Table A-22. USGS: USGS 1 arc-second n33w111 1 x 1 degree 

Official name of data set USGS_1_n33w111_20200204.tif 
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Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/3/2020 

Author and/or owner USGS 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/item/60678349
d34edc0435c0a4c1 

Description Lidar derived DEM covering a portion of the study 
area.  Tile is part of the USGS 3D Elevation 
Program (3DEP). I used it to create a hillshade 
layer. 

Coordinate system GCS_North_American_1983 

Projection system NA (Projected into NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane 
Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution 1 arc-second 

 
Table A-23. USGS: USGS 1 arc-second n33w112 1 x 1 degree 

Official name of data set USGS_1_n33w111_20200204.tif 

Year of publication and/or last 
update 

2/3/2020 

Author and/or owner USGS 

URL or FTP address of the 
repository 

https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/item/60678349
d34edc0435c0a4c1 

Description Lidar derived DEM covering a portion of the study 
area.  Tile is part of the USGS 3D Elevation 
Program (3DEP). I used it to create a hillshade 
layer. 

Coordinate system GCS_North_American_1983 

Projection system NA (Projected into NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane 
Arizona Central FIPS 0202 (Feet Intl) for my map) 

Spatial Resolution 1 arc-second 
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APPENDIX B: Additional Selected Layouts 

 
Figure B-1. GRFD Service Areas by Station layout 
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Figure B-2. GRFD Flood Map layout 
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Figure B-3. GRFD Water Purveyors layout 
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